The logical light-shade-structure.
We have seen, that our world system consists of departments of departments. This
world system is divided into upper and lower worlds. For example, terms like
underworld and overworld are common in fairy tales, in religions and in Greek
mythology. Then, more and more people, who were subjected successfully to
Resuscitation attempts, learn that there are otherworldly areas, although they were
already considered clinically dead. Quite a few people who have had near-death
experiences can tell of a world beyond.
At the top of our world system is the formless uncompressed vibrational level, which
is the BASIS. THIS BASIS can exist for itself. From this BASIS all further parts
emanated by energy compaction. This means that these parts emanated as
departments of departments which are nested in each other according to the model
of compaction and the model of the complex hyperspace. This part of our world
system, which is below the BASIS, we can define as "the universe". The universe
itself can be divided into three parts (according to the book 'A Course in Miracles,
Greuthof Verlag'). The first part is the light side of the universe. The second part is
the medium-field and the third part the dark side of the universe.
BASIS/HEAVEN

pure LIGHT-world

Realm of wakefulness

Light-side of the universe

Light-world

Realm of peaceful dream

Intermediate level of the universe (= means of separation of light and shadow)
Dark side of the universe

polar world

Realm of nightmare

The terms “light” and “shadow” are fully in line with the brane model of physics. So
Stephen W. Hawking writes in his book ‘universe in a nutshell’: "… So maybe we
think we live in a four-dimensional world because we are shadows cast on the brane
by what is happening in the interior of the bubble. …". Because shadow doesn’t exist
without light, it must be the light somewhere.
The BASIS ITSELF is nonpolar. IT is the LIGHT THAT is without shadow. Because
there is no separation in the BASIS, there is nothing that separates light and shadow.
So there is nothing that is casting a shadow. Therefore, there is no shade in the
BASIS. There is only the LIGHT. And every part of the BASIS is LIGHT. Because
everything is LIGHT, no part will be harmed by others. On the contrary, when
LIGHTS come together, they are aggravated. So, all the parts of the BASIS yield a
strengthened LIGHT unit, because they are all LIGHTS. That, which is apparent from
the LIGHT to become itself LIGHT, also takes part on the whole LIGHT unit in a way
that IT is contributing to the growth of this LIGHT Unit. Thus we have ultimately
mutual profit without loss. And because no LIGHT can take away LIGHT from
another LIGHT, there is no separation of the individual parts of BASIS. In this respect
the BASIS is nonpolar in ITSELF.
The universe is energetically subordinate to the BASIS and represents a special but
not really a separated unity. The BASIS and the universe are therefore like two poles.
Here, however, we cannot speak of a reciprocal conditioning because the BASIS in
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ITSELF is complete and utterly self-sufficient for ITSELF. Thus, the BASIS can exist
without the universe, but not the universe without the BASIS.
Can now the universe be nonpolar as a pole? Probably not. Finally, it must have two
properties, as it has evolved as an energetic but not identical sub-state from the
BASIS. On the one hand, it must be something like a mirage (mirrored size) of the
BASIS. On the other hand, it must be something like an antithesis to the BASIS. The
first reflection of LIGHT is light. And this has an opposite pole, the shade. Light and
shadow cannot be truly equal, because the shadow gives way to the light.
But it is possible to subordinate the shadow to the light energy and to bring about a
separation between them by means of a release agent. The subtle and mental area
of the universe is offering as release agent. This release agent separates the light
side of the universe from its dark side. So, on the top of the universe is the light side,
and below is the dark side. The light side of the universe bears energetically the dark
side.
Note: Formless un-compacted energy, which is pure vibration, is defined as the
true light (= LIGHT). The first reflection of LIGHT is already a compacted energy
state that is quasi still formless and is still pure vibration. This reflection is
defined as light. The second reflection of the LIGHT is a higher compacted form
of energy, which has polar properties. Because of its dual properties the energy
is no more pure vibration. It is un-pure vibration, which we define as shadow.
Because the dark side originates from the light, it has to leave traces of light - so
reflections, which symbolize the light. This is e.g. the sunlight. The sunlight is
therefore no real light because it is no pure oscillation. With its dual property, it is
both wave and particle. In this respect, it is according to the above definition, an
Element of the shadow, but it symbolize the light of the spirit. This is according to the
astrology, where the sun is a symbol of the spirit. In contrast to the sunlight, the light
of the spirit is pure vibration, which is non-dual.
On the dark side of the universe the symbolized light faces the symbolized shadow.
Therefore, the false impression that HEAVEN (LIGHT) and hell (shadow) could coexist.
For the symbols is it true, but not for that, which is represented by the corresponding
symbols.
The dark side can only be present, because the light side do exist. Without the light
side, the dark side can’t exist. But the light side can be without the shadow side.
However, the light side makes on its own, without the shadow side, no more sense
than the BASIS ITSELF. Finally, it is already in line with the BASIS, which is the
world of light per se (= LIGHT-world). So why do the light side of the universe exist
apart from the BASIS, if it were no dark side there? The light side is there to permit
on the one hand the illusory shadow-light game (separation game) on the dark side
of the universe. On the other hand it permits to raise the shade to light
(spiritualization of matter) when the spirit of the dark side wants to go back to the
LIGHT.
Thus, the division into the above 3 realms is logically justified.
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The one spirit that perceives the light side, is the peaceful dreamer. Its light is so
bright that it can outshine all the shadows and therefore perceive no shadow
puppets. In the eclipse constellation, this corresponds to the case that the Earth and
Moon are transparent – i.e. translucent. Because there is nothing here that is casting
a shadow, no shadow is perceived. Since the peaceful dreamer sees no shadow
puppets, he cannot see himself influenced by them. He always looks at itself at every
moment, because it is fully in his own light. Therefore, his dream is peaceful through
and through.
The peaceful dreamer is aware of its origins and knows the way there. Because he
knows that the dream can only be terminated together, he offers his help and
guidance at the nightmare dreaming spirit. If all nightmare dreaming spirits have
finished once their nightmare, the common translation to the BASIS, which is the
world of our all wakeness, can take place. In this respect, the higher self of all earthly
beings and all beings of light in the sum constitute that pole which draws us to the
BASIS. We only need to let us carry to the higher realms.
Poles in the final consequence have the function to be changeable. They will be
varied until all dreamers without exception want no longer the dream. At the end, the
poles go into states that are non-polar and that are fully balanced states of harmony.
And this is only possible, if light and shadow pass over into the LIGHT. Then change
and transformation find an end. It can now formulate a Mnemonic:
Light and shadow have evolved from the LIGHT to pass back into the LIGHT.
Analogously it is to postulate, that Yin and Yang have evolved from the TAO to pass
back into the TAO, which ultimately means the same.
The confrontation with the poles keeps us in Dynamics and keeps us as long restless
until we have gathered us in to haven which is non-polar in itself. Without a variability
we could not find this peace pole. It also applies when everything changes, we can
find this peace pole. Thus, the BASIS is our common starting point and goal of us all.
Psychologically, this means that the dream has sprung from the wakefulness and that
it will be finished, after it has been fully lived through. What then remains, is pure
wakefulness.
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